Such was the near-magical relationship with
Australia that Best of Abba, notched up over
1.3 million sales. With a copy in one of every
three homes at the time – it is still the biggest
selling album here ever. So the lower continent
became a testing ground. It was here – during a
frantic national concert tour that director Lasse
Hallstrom shot Abba The Movie, with a young
Robert Hughes (later the star of the sitcom Hey
Dad) portraying a dogged journalist out to secure
an interview. Like A Hard Day’s Night the film
documented the level of madness that engulfed
them – as devoted fans camped outside hotels
and tracked their every move.
It wasn’t great art but it did capture – time capsule
wise – the country being turned upside down
by an act that, in some regards, looked as if
it had been hatched on a cruise ship. But the
cheesiness, campness and dodgy costuming
was all integral to the appeal, as we would later
see with the popularity of Muriel’s Wedding and
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert.
Abba finally secured number ones in the major
markets – the perfect-pop Dancing Queen topped
the U.S. charts at the very end of 1976 and
Knowing Me Knowing You cracked the summit
in the U.K. in early 1977. By then we’d witnessed
that long-awaited Australian concert tour which
was more like state visit than an entertainment
event. Our ambassador to Sweden, Lance Barnard,
met up with the group in Stockholm to send them
merrily on their way. Prime Minister Malcolm
Fraser, unable to persuade them to step onto
a private jet and be ferried down to Canberra,
came down to Melbourne with his family to attend
their concert. (Tickets to which set a new record
for a pop concert down under - $12).
When they arrived in the Harbour City, the front
page of the Daily Mirror carried but two words
– very large and very black – THEY’RE HERE!
Crew member Michael Tretow later echoed
the amazement at what, to many, was the
incomprehensible popularity that engulfed the
touring party at every turn when he later told
an Abba biographer “There was Abba - Abba
– Abba everywhere. There were pictures of them
on every corner, wherever you went. The overload
was so great that it just went into the red.”

It was exhilarating and sometimes alarming. “No
one who has experienced facing a screaming,
boiling, hysterical crowd could avoid feeling
shivers up and down their spine,” said Agnetha
some years later. Bjorn, reflecting on the kinetic
energy of that first show, said ”Imagine 20,000
people standing outdoors in the pouring rain,
holding 20,000 umbrellas, and then, when you
step out onto the stage pandemonium breaks
loose. It almost makes your heart burst. You
wonder what you’ve done to deserve this. I can’t
describe the feeling”, adding “But we were terrified.
We could have been electrocuted… We were
determined to play though because the people
had waited for hours in the rain.”
Bjorn when he returned to Australia to help cast
Mamma Mia! in 2000 said “It’s a haze” of his
original visit. “I remember a few things, I just
went past the Myer Music Bowl and that brought
back memories of lush green parks and millions
of people.” Benny has spoken of “Tremendous
memories of Australia. We were there for a few
weeks and we had time to do things in between,
swimming with seals and relaxing. It was wonderful.”
Our curiosity sated, they slipped somewhat from
our embrace, though the hits kept flowing –
Money Money Money, The Name Of The Game,
The Winner Takes It All, Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!,
On and On And On and so many more. By 1982
the Abba journey was all over, for all the world.
As with Australia, they’d only managed one tour
of America. The pressures of such intense fame
(including alarming death and kidnapping threats)
taking their toll. Agnetha and Frida recorded solo
but Bjorn and Benny found greater satisfaction
in creating the rock opera Chess with British
lyricist Tim Rice.
Asked about the reasons for the new Abba boom
then taking hold he conceded honestly “I have
no idea - I am still waiting for someone to explain
it to me!” He’d have more than a few volunteers
for that task in Australia, where Abba marked
the nation irreparably, their every remnant now
eagerly appropriated.
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by Glenn A Baker
ABBAWORLD’s new home will be at Melbourne’s landmark cultural
and entertainment destination - Federation Square.
ABBAWORLD will make its stunning, sequin spangled Australian debut on Saturday 12 June, 2010.
Tickets for timed sessions are available now through ticketek.com.au or by phoning 132 849.

What Abba meant to Australia and Australians in
the 70s is known, appreciated and still marvelled
over but what Australia meant to Abba is less
familiar to the world and even to us.

As a member of The Official International ABBA Fan club,
Dainty Consolidated Exhibitions and Touring Exhibitions
have three special opportunities for you.

But let it be known that had it not been for
the frantic, fevered devotion and the massive
consumption of the lower continent, the momentum
that carried the svelte Swedes beyond their 1974
Eurovision Song contest win with the catchy
Waterloo to chart dominance in Britain and then
the United States and the status of “the 70s
Beatles” may not have come to pass.

Firstly we would like to offer you and a friend a
SPECIAL FAN PREVIEW TO THE EXHIBITION ON WEDNESDAY 16 JUNE FROM 6-9PM.
Register at abbaworld@abbafanclub.nl by Monday 31 May for your free pass.
And secondly, those who attend the Fan Preview go into the draw to
WIN ONE OF 2 DOUBLES PASSES TO THE GALA OPENING NIGHT ON THURSDAY 17 JUNE.
Finally for those who cannot attend the Fan Preview we would like to offer you
TICKETS TO ANY OF THE AVAILABLE SESSIONS FROM SATURDAY 19 JUNE ONWARDS
AT CONCESSION PRICES! YOU COULD SAVE $5 A TICKET.
We hope to see you there!
You can keep up to date with all that is happening in ABBAWORLD Melbourne
at abbaworld.com or follow us on Twitter at ABBAWORLDMelb
or visit our Facebook Page ABBAWORLD Melbourne.

When Agnetha Faltskog spoke of the tumultuous
February/March 1977 concert tour beneath the
Southern Cross as “the most incredible of all the
things that I experienced with Abba,” she expressed
the sentiment of her fellows. “We have probably
never received such a rapturous reception anywhere. It seemed the ovation would never end.”
For the nation it was a pressure cooker-release
of something that had been building, with incredible
intensity, for almost three years.

Although Honey Honey charted modestly in the
wake of Waterloo before the year was over, for
the rest of the world, Abba was a one-hit-wonder
unlikely to be heard from again. But Australia
sensed something it liked and as 1975 began,
the Abba onslaught took hold, assisted by
Ian ‘Molly’ Meldrum screening on television’s
Countdown film footage he’d come across and
pressuring RCA Records (who in turn pressured
the group in faraway Sweden) to release tracks
as singles that were never intended to be so.
Ring Ring, a song that had been initially released
in 1973 before they even had their name was
suddenly in the Australian top ten. Then came
four consecutive number ones – I Do I Do I Do
I Do I Do, Mamma Mia and SOS. Not since the
Beatles had commanded the first six positions
on the Australian hit parade in April 1964 had
there been such an airwave blitz. In fact the
Beatles’ history book records were daily coming
under siege by these new Euro-wonders. She
Loves You had spent an epic 42 weeks on the
Australian charts; Fernando would achieve 40.
Hey Jude occupied the number one slot for 15
weeks; so too would Fernando.
Continued next page
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